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Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, fellow State workers and fellow
citizens for whom we work:

A little over a year ago, Massachusetts was a State in political
gridlock, economic decline, and fiscal chaos. Taxpayers had been hit
with three major tax increases, State government faced a multi-billion
dollar structural deficit, and the financial markets had practically
consigned us to junk bond status.

Paul Cellucci and I felt that the time had come to question some
of the basic assumptions under which our State government had
grown beyond the consent of the governed.

Few people were confident that we could restore stability and
discipline to Beacon Hill. Few thought that we could eliminate the
deficits facing us for fiscal years and ’92. No one envisioned our
cutting spending in fiscal ’92. Yet together, you and we did all these
things.

At the outset of 1991, few companies considered Massachusetts as
a place to establish a new manufacturing plant. Yet Polaroid broke
ground on a $9O million facility in New Bedford. Norton began
building an 80,000 square-foot electronics center in Worcester. Digital
made plans for a $425 million semiconductor facility in Hudson.
Genzyme signaled its faith in our future by deciding to build its $75
million manufacturing plant in Boston.

Few people believed we could avoid new taxes. But our Admin-
istration worked with the Legislature to forge a radically different
course. In March, we repealed the sales tax on this State’s vital service
sector; in July we implemented a new tax credit which offers the most
generous benefit in the country for research and development; and
at the start of this year we realized a reduction in individual income
tax rates.

Not much of this was expected to happen. Yet all of it has come
to pass. We had our share of differences, some of them highly
publicized. But whatever divided us was submerged in our allegiance
to the people of Massachusetts. I’m not sure which is more historic

the weekly meetings the Lieutenant Governor and I have come to
enjoy with legislative leaders of both parties, or the unprecedented
agreement on an annual revenue forecast that those meetings helped
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produce. In any event, Paul and I thank you legislators for the spirit
of partnership that has brought us through a difficult year. I hope,
and more important the people of Massachusetts expect, that it will
continue.

I know there are men and women across the State watching tonight
who have lost their jobs, and families who are nervous about the
future. I promise you that all of our energy and efforts this year will
be for you. If last year we brought stability to the commonwealth,
then this year we must set ourselves the task of bringing jobs and
economic prosperity and bringing those jobs and that prosperity back
to you, the people of Massachusetts. We on Beacon Hill can promote
job creation and create business expansion by reducing the burdens
imposed by government. And we can replace impediments to growth
with incentives to growth, especially through tax policy.

Before Paul and I took office people in this State were asking
were afraid to ask, really which of their taxes were going to be
raised. They’re not asking that question anymore. If 1991 is
remembered for what tax increases did not happen, I suggest 1992
should be remembered for what tax reductions did happen. The time
has come to help jolt our economy into recovery through further tax
cuts.

Two weeks ago we saw the State’s personal income tax drop from
6.25 percent to 5.95 percent. Tomorrow, I am filing a bill to cut the
personal income tax once again to 5.75 percent, retroactive to January
Ist. This cut will have a direct, immediate impact on every person
who pays taxes in this State. Combined with the earlier rollback, we
will be putting $350 million back into taxpayers’ pockets and purses
this year, money that can be spent and invested immediately.

Paul Cellucci and I were elected to limit the size and growth of
government. Taxpayers deserve some payback from these efforts, and
these cuts represent the first installment.

I often said during the 1990 campaign that I think our income tax
rate should not exceed five percent, and before the end of our term,
we intend to get there.

We also want to encourage more spending and investment in job-
creating ventures. Therefore, I am also filing legislation tomorrow to
reduce the State’s capital gains tax. For too long, we in Massachu-
setts have taxed and stifled the promise of people investing in their
own future here. Many people and many companies have moved to
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other states as a result. With this in mind, our bill phases out the
capital gains tax depending on the length of time the property is held,
reaching zero percent after six years. You don’t have to be a rocket
scientist to figure out this is going to create an incentive for people
to invest in Massachusetts enterprises, and help our real estate market
as well.

I am also filing tomorrow four other tax reforms that offer
incentives to employers who expand their operations and create new
jobs in Massachusetts this year.

First, we propose a graduated job-growth and productivity credit
of up to 90 percent for those companies that increase their payrolls
over 1990 base levels.

Second, we are introducing a 10 percent credit to those job-creating
companies also offer job-training and child-care programs for their
employees.

Third, for those companies that invest this year in plant and
equipment within the State, we offer a 20 percent bonus tax credit.

Fourth, we are revising tax language currently on the books so as
to benefit start-up manufacturers.

Taken together, these six incentives will be a powerful enticement
for employers to immediately expand their operations in Massachu-
setts. We can afford them. All of them are reflected in the balanced
1993 budget I will file next week. My own view is we cannot afford

to do without them, if we want to bring jobs back to Massachusetts.
In the future, I believe we must guard against a casual return to

the madcap spending habits of years past. So tonight I am also
proposing an amendment to our commonwealth’s constitution, to be
filed by Senate Republican Leader David Locke and House
Republican Leader Peter Forman, mandating that any legislation to
raise State taxes must receive a two-thirds majority in both the House
and Senate.

With passage of these proposals, we will all be able to take pride
in casting aside once and for all the last vestiges of the old insulting
label: “Taxachusetts.”

We need to take action on several other fronts to revitalize our
economy.

We must address the “credit crunch.” Our businesses need new
capital. It doesn’t matter whether it comes from banks, or venture
capitalists, or insurance companies, or pension funds, or Massachu-
setts public authorities, or the U.S. Small Business Administration,
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or the FDIC we simply must have access to credit in order for our
economy to expand, and we will continue to pursue all these sources.

We also need to be pro-active in conforming government policies
to the legitimate needs of individual industries Massachusetts is
fortunate to possess.

This process began last year with the biotech industry and the
formation of a special task force to advance the needs of
biotech/biopharmaceutical manufacturing here in the Common-
wealth. One upshot was the investment decision by Genzyme.

This year, the telecommunications and software industries will
receive similar treatment. Our 1,200 software firms are already
tapping into a $5O billion global market which will become a trillion
dollar market a few years into the next century.

And we have more than 100 telecommunications companies in
Massachusetts, in fields such as fiber optics, voice processing, and
telephone bridging systems. Next week, Congressman Markey and I
will host a conference to examine the fast-changing telecommunica-
tions market and determine how we can make Massachusetts an
international center for the entire industry.

I’ll also be working with our Congressional delegation, and with
the White House, on issues affecting the defense industry, the largest
source of jobs in this State. We should all be proud of the
contributions Massachusetts-based companies made to Operation
Desert Storm. Patriot missiles, combat radios and jet engines all
critical to our nation’s success were designed and manufactured
right here in the Commonwealth. We must maintain this high-skilled
industrial capability.

Another critical priority is the construction industry. Employment
in this sector has dropped by half since 1988. We have undertaken
a $1.3 billion public construction agenda to put tens of thousands of
these workers back on the job in the months to come. The
Artery/Tunnel project in Boston will generate 6, 000 jobs this year.
And the Massachusetts Highway Department will create another
20,000 jobs this year through other bridge and highway projects across
the State.

There’s another industry, which is often overlooked, but which
means a lot to Massachusetts; and that is sports. Lieutenant Governor
Cellucci and I are pleased that we’ve already succeeded in reviving
the thoroughbred racing industry in the State. And all of us benefit
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from the contributions made by the Bruins, the Celtics, the Red Sox,
and the Patriots, not only to the local economy, but to our quality
of life. I have formed a Sports Advisory Council to advance both
professional and amateur sports in the Commonwealth. Looking
down the road, there’s no reason why this State shouldn’t succeed in
bringing the Summer Olympics to Boston.

For all of our industries, we need to contain the basic cost of doing
business in Massachusetts. This need drives our regulatory reform
agenda. It was behind our successful effort last year to enact a historic
overhaul of this State’s workers’ compensation system. And it led us
to pass a hospital financing bill which injects competition into the
system and gives small businesses access to affordable health
insurance. This year, the cost-containment philosophy will lead us to
develop a State energy policy that helps industry by encouraging
competition, efficiency, and reduced costs.

It needs to be said also that we must not neglect the possibilities
internationally. Given a stable business environment, Massachusetts
companies can compete anywhere in the world. Our trade mission to
Asia last August has already landed major contracts for Massachu-
setts software and environmental firms. In March, Massachusetts will
become the first state to open a trade office in Berlin, giving Massa-
chusetts a window to Eastern Europe, which badly needs our goods
and services. Given our geographic location and our level ofexpertise,
we can indeed become the capital of the Atlantic Rim.

As we now focus on the economy, we must equally focus on
education. Our economic development depends upon an educated
work force, skilled among other things in science and math.

Paul Cellucci and I have prepared legislation to change the way
we teach our children in primary and secondary schools. Under our
bill, we insist on clear definitions of success and failure, and
accountability for both. We give more authority to those closest to
the kids to principals, to parents, and to teachers. We want to
empower the teachers in K-through-12 and then hold them
accountable for the results. Talent, and not tenure, will be the basis
for who leads our classrooms.

In the fiscal ’OS budget I submit next week, funding for K-through-
-12 education will be increased by $2OO million, net. Over five years,
our budgets will increase spending on K-through-12 education by $BOO
million, net. I don’t want to see 35 kids in a classroom. Like Mayor
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Flynn, I don’t want to see our kids cheated out of first-class sports
programs.

But that funding must be tied to substantial reform. In a friendly
spirit, I therefore challenge you ladies and gentlemen of the
Legislature to have an education reform bill along these lines on my
desk within 90 days, so we can institute these critical changes, and
this critical new funding, in time for the new school year.

Just as commerce and culture are mutually dependent, so too are
the economy and the environment. People want to live and work in
a State with clean air and water, accessible beaches, and fertile,
uncontaminated soil. Our Administration will push hard for passage
this year of the River Protection Act, which will limit development
along the banks of our rivers, and the Watershed Protection Act, to
minimize future encroachments upon our water supply. And we will
vigorously support measures to create a strong and balanced market
for recycled products in this State. We must reduce the amount of
solid waste generated every day in Massachusetts, and we must reuse
and recycle our limited resources.

The principle involved here is prevention of harm. And that
principle also applies to an even more important resource, the citizens
of this Commonwealth. Many of the health and social problems which
injure our communities, and tax our budgets, are preventable.

Our budget next week not only maintains spending on prevention
programs, but includes increases in several key programs: millions of
dollars added to the program which feeds the State’s hungry children
and poor pregnant women; millions of additional dollars to prevent
the spread of AIDS and treat those who are HIV-positive; millions
of dollars added to combat substance abuse; millions added to family-
planning services, to reduce unwanted pregnancies, particularly
among teenagers; millions added to day care, to help women stay on
the job; and millions added to early-intervention programs to reach
out to our at-risk youth.

As these examples illustrate, we’re not against government
spending. We don’t wish to dismantle government. We want to
transform it, to make it work as hard as those who pay its bills. This
year, more than ever before, we’re going to emphasize results over
rules. We’re going to demand a fair return for every dollar invested
by State government. This emphasis will manifest itself next week in
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our new performance-based budget, which allows all of us to gauge
exactly what outputs we are getting from State government.

********

There is an old saying that when you’re through changing, you’re
through. The past twelve months have been a period of reform and
renewal. And much more lies ahead.

Massachusetts is now a State on the mend; let’s get it on the move.
If we all pull together, we can put our people back to work and put
change to work for us.

Thank you.
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